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As we winded down 2020, SSDA-AT took 
part in a series of virtual government affairs 
meetings gearing up for our legislative ac-

tions in 2021. We anticipate a wrath of legis-
lation to impact our industry in 2021 on both 
the state and federal levels.  

In December, SSDA-AT took part in the 
2020 Highway Users Virtual Annual Meet-

ing. The event featured key Congressional 
lawmakers and policy experts who gave a 
post-election analysis, and discussed issues 
including the highway reauthorization, 

COVID relief, and other major issues facing 
the industry.  Legislators discussed transpor-
tation policy and the funding landscape and 
offered insights into the 117th Congress.  

During the meeting SSDA-AT spoke with, 

Senator Tom Carper (D-DE), House Trans-
portation & Infrastructure Committee Chair-
man Peter DeFazio (D-OR), Representative 
Earl Blumenauer (D-OR), Senate Commerce, 

Science & Transportation Committee Chair-
man Roger Wicker (R-MS), House Ways & 
Means Committee Chairman Richard Neal 
(D-MA), and Representative Sam Graves (R-

MO). 

In 2021, Congress will address highway 
funding and SSDA-AT is concerned with 
some of idea being proposed including an 
indexed gas tax, a vehicle miles traveled tax 

(VMT), and several tire and auto part taxes. 
SSDA-AT will remain in contact with these 
Congressional leaders on our positions.  

 

 

 

Just before Christmas, 
Congress passed anoth-
er COVID relief bill. In 

a huge legislative vic-
tory for SSDA-AT, 
included in the bill was 
a five-year extension of 

WOTC (Work Oppor-
tunity Tax Credit) to January 1, 2026. Anoth-
er victory was that included in the bill was 
$45 billion total for transportation funding. 

Other highlights of the bill include: 

 •PPP second draw for businesses with 300 
or fewer employees that experience a 25% 
reduction in gross receipts in any quarter in 
2020 as compared to the same quarter in 

2019).  

•Expansion of the forgivable purposes for 
which PPP loan funds may be used.  

•Expanded PPP loan eligibility for 501(c)(6) 
(with certain limits based on lobbying activi-
ty – see Small Business Title summary at-

tached for details).  

•Simplified PPP forgiveness process for 
loans under $150k.  

•Confirmation that expenses paid using for-
given PPP funds may still be deductible 
(reversal of IRS position).  

•Extension and expansion of the Employee 
Retention Tax Credit (ERTC). 

SSDA-AT will continue to review the nearly 

6,000-page bill and the impact it will have on 
our members. Although the bill was not as 
robust as SSDA-AT was advocating for, we 
are pleased that Congress was able to com-

promise and pass a bill. 
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By: Stephanie Santore, Net Driven  

Does your business have an online presence? If 
so, are you doing all you can to ensure its virtual 
success? If not, what are you waiting for? Let’s 
take a sneak peek at some statistical findings 
from the Pew Research Center. According to 
their most recent studies on the use of internet 
and technology it was found that: 

• Roughly three-quarters of Americans, or 

77%, now own a smartphone, which nearly 
doubles the former findings since the Center 
began its research in 2011. 

• As of November 2016, nearly three-quarters, 

or 73% of Americans indicate that they have 
broadband service at home. 

• Nearly seven-in-ten Americans now use so-

cial media. When the Center started tracking 
social media adoption in 2005, just 5% of 
Americans said they used these platforms. 
Today, 69% of U.S. adults are social media 
users. 

• Half the public now owns a tablet computer. 

When the Center first began tracking tablet 
ownership in 2010, just 3% of Americans 
owned a tablet of some kind. 

As you can see, now more than ever before, an 
online presence for your business is significant. 
And not just any online presence, but a quality 
one that provides a sense of credibility and legit-
imacy, turning its visitors into leads and sales, 
and contributing to the success of your business. 

First impressions matter. If your business has a 
website, rest assured that internet users are navi-
gating to it to formulate their opinion, to see 
what other people have to say about you, and to 
“screen” shop your services and products, which 
is much like window shopping, but with the ease 
of never having to actually visit your business’s 
location. 

Your business can now be accessible to the 
masses thanks to technology. Therefore, it’s vital 
to have a way for potential clients to find you 
with the swipe of their fingertip and also to en-
sure you have a website that makes a good im-
pression.  

So, how do you go about trying to meet your 
customers’ needs online? 

Let’s Talk Internet Marketing Best Practices 

There are several factors that play into the crea-
tion of a well-made website that will help your 
business’s online presence generate traffic and 
rank effectively: 

Design & Layout 

Visual presentation plays an important role in 
the functionality of a website. A high-
performing website will provide a positive user 
experience. It helps to have a responsive web 
design. What makes a website responsive? Re-
sponsive design helps to generate leads and sales 
without any limitations based on user devices. 
So, customers can find your automotive service 
site on their tablet, smartphone, smart watch, 
etc., viewing your website efficiently from any 
screen size. 

Content 

Content is the reason why visitors come to a site. 
They are seeking information about your busi-
ness and its services. The key is to provide rele-
vant content that is easy for visitors to digest. 
Too much or too little and your visitors might go 
elsewhere to find what they’re looking for. 
Check out what Moz has to say about content 
regarding search engine ranking. By providing 
unique content that moves beyond self- promo-
tion and is easily digestible to the user, your 
website offers valuable information.  

Calls to Action 
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The Online Edge – What Your Business Needs to Thrive 
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Calls to action within a site’s content and design 
come in the form of clickable links or custom 
buttons. It entices a visitor to take action beyond 
the page they are on, an action like submitting a 
form, requesting a quote, purchasing a product, 
or even just clicking a link that leads to another 
page with relevant information. Through a CTA, 
a user moves to take a specific action that will 
benefit your business. And action is what it’s all 
about.  

Credibility 

A business with an online footprint is a business 
that can be found, recognized, and confided in.  

From building a solid and consistent brand across 
all channels, to maintaining an active social me-
dia presence, gaining positive reviews, managing 
your online reputation with products like Net 
Driven’s Reputation Management. 

Mobile Viewability 

More and more people are looking at your site 
from a mobile phone or web enabled device. It 
seems like anything with a screen and a micro-
chip in it is capable of getting on the internet 
these days.  

Make sure your site is viewable on a mobile in-
ternet enabled device. 

Search Engine Optimization 

At Net Driven, we drive the traffic that drives 
your business! It begins with a website that keeps 
local search in mind.  

A strong SEO foundation puts proven strategies 
to work and improves your ability to get found.  

From understanding searcher behavior to using 
tested best practices, the SEO team at Net Driven 
works hard to ensure that your site has all of the 
key ingredients for SEO success. Look to us for: 

• Keyword research performed for your busi-

ness and target geographic 

• Optimized meta tags for click through suc-

cess 

• Relevant industry content 

• Local directory management 

• SEO-friendly site architecture 

• and more! 

Don’t have a website yet? What are you waiting 
for?!  

Talk to a representative from Net Driven today 
and ask about how we can help you create a web-
site that not only generates traffic, but turns your 
traffic into leads and sales!  

Net Driven should be your choice for all your 
automotive internet marketing needs.  

Contact us today! 

Sources: 

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-
tank/2017/01/12/evolution-of-technology/ 

http://www.webs.com/blog/2012/02/28/6-key-
elements-to-a-good-website/ 

https://www.thebalance.com/reasons-small-
business-website-2948414 

 

Continued from page 2 

https://www.netdriven.com/contact.aspx
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WPX Energy sees Oil Supply and Demand Balancing in 
Second Half of 2021 

Global oil demand will increase 
by over 6 million barrels per day 
in 2021 but remain more than 2 
million bpd below 2019 levels as 
"the global middle class -- the re-
al engine of oil demand -- faces 
continued pressures from wealth 
inequality and the ongoing 
COVID-19 cloud," according to 

S&P Global Platts Analytics. The 
short-term demand outlook is ex-
pected to remain subdued as the 
second wave of the coronavirus 
pandemic sweeps around the 
world. 

Global Oil Demand to Stay on Growth Track in 2021  

(Reuters) - Oil supply and demand, hard 
hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, will not 
come back into balance until the second 
half of 2021, WPX Energy WPX.N CEO 
Rick Muncrief forecast at a Federal Re-

serve Energy Conference. 

Prices could see some uplift in the second half of the coming 
year as supply and demand balance, Muncrief added. 

U.S. oil futures CLc1 were trading around $42.44 recently. 
They have languished around $40 a barrel for months, below 
the cost of production for some U.S. oil producers. 
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Fortune: Chevron Grapples with a New Oil Reality 

Of the businesses most 
hurt by 
the pandemic, Chevron is 
near the top. Oil pric-
es plummeted earlier this 
year after it became clear 
that the world’s econo-

my—and all the commuting, trucking, and 
shipping that fuels it—would go into lock-
down. 
 
To make matters worse, 
the energy industry had been pursuing a 
two-decades-long expansion in fracking. It 
didn’t matter that many experts had pre-
dicted that the world had reached or was 
near reaching “peak oil,” the point at 
which global oil consumption would start 
to drop because of a shift to more sustaina-
ble energy sources. 
 
Interviewed on Fortune’s Leadership 
Next podcast, Chevron CEO Michael 
Wirth acknowledged the current difficul-
ties in the oil patch. But he argued that oil 
would play a major role in the global econ-
omy for the foreseeable future.  
 
“Oil is an enormous part of the energy 
economy today and will be for a long, long 
time to come,” Wirth said. 
 
Still, Chevron, which pumps oil every-
where from Texas to Nigeria to Kazakh-
stan, has tried to weather the current slump 
by cutting thousands of jobs and by reduc-
ing planned spending by billions of dollars 
over the next few years. In the past 12 
months, the company has written down the 
value of its energy fields by nearly $16 bil-

lion, an admission that there won’t be a 
quick turnaround. 
 
The complexity of Chevron’s situation, 
and that of its rivals, is compounded by a 
global reckoning over climate change. 
Nearly 190 countries have signed the Paris 
Agreement, a plan to reduce carbon emis-
sions. Meanwhile, the United Nations is 
pushing countries to achieve net-zero car-
bon emissions by 2050. Both plans would 
require countries to make a dramatic shift 
to renewable energy and forgo oil and nat-
ural gas. 
Wirth said that Chevron and the rest of the 
energy industry can nevertheless play a big 
role by shifting more of its focus to green 
energy. He pointed to an existing Chevron 
project in Australia that involves taking 
carbon dioxide emissions and storing them 
underground, and another that transforms 
methane from dairy cow manure into natu-
ral gas. 
 
But achieving any meaningful reduction in 
carbon emissions will require additional 
tools, and Chevron, Wirth said, is invest-
ing in several carbon-free technologies in-
cluding nuclear fusion and hydrogen. Yet 
even if countries achieve their carbon 
goals, he added, fossil fuels will still be 
part of the energy mix. 
 
“I think we’re going to need a lot of tech-
nologies and solutions that don’t exist to-
day to actually take carbon out of the at-
mosphere to get to net zero,” Wirth said. 
“Because the reality is there will still be 
carbon emissions in the system as we get 
to 2050, under any scenario.” 
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The Hill: Biden to Champion Climate Action in 2021 

Climate change is poised to receive a much 
bigger spotlight in 2021 as President-
elect Joe Biden's incoming administration 
puts a renewed focus on tackling various 
environmental and energy issues. 

Biden has made combating climate change 
one of his top priorities when he enters of-
fice and has set a goal to make the U.S. car-
bon neutral by 2050 while pushing different 
ways to reduce emissions. 

While Biden's focus on climate change is 
set to mark a drastic shift in U.S. policy 
compared to the Trump administra-
tion, complexities in the rulemaking pro-
cess and pushback from a likely divided 
government could slow some of his moves. 

Here's what to watch on environmental pol-
icy in 2021: 

Reducing emissions 

Biden is expected to take several actions in 
the new year aimed at reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

He has promised to sign executive orders 
on his first day in office that “put us on the 
right track” toward net-zero emissions by 
2050 and a 100 percent clean energy econo-
my, though what those orders will say ex-
actly is unclear. 

One step he's expected to take is reviving a 
major Obama-era rule governing fuel econ-

omy standards that the Trump administra-
tion rolled back. The previous rule pushed 
automakers to produce fleets averaging 55 
miles per gallon by 2025, while Trump offi-
cials relaxed it to 40 mpg by 2026. 

The new administration also plans to re-
quire “aggressive” methane pollution limits 
for oil and gas producers. An analysis from 
September found that the Trump admin-
istration's rules could cause an extra 1.8 bil-
lion tons of greenhouse gas emissions over 
15 years. 

The Trump administration's weakening 
of coal-fired power plant regulations 
and rescission of a regulation that would 
have phased out the use of greenhouse gas-
es called hydrofluorocarbons in appliances 
are also likely to be targeted by environ-
mentalists in the new year. 

Biden has further said he wants to end sub-
sidies for the fossil fuel industry, which 
could harm the industry and help shift the 
country more toward renewable energy. 

Making climate part of diplomacy 

Biden has signaled he'll incorporate climate 
change into foreign policy, tapping former 
Secretary of State John Kerry as a climate 
envoy and pledging to rejoin the Paris cli-
mate agreement on day one. 

Kerry, who will sit on the National Security 
Council, has said since his new role was 
announced that “Paris alone is not enough.” 

Biden has pledged in his first 100 days 
to meet with leaders of the countries with 
the most carbon emissions to persuade them 
to set more ambitious goals. 

He has also said he would push for interna-
tional agreements aimed at lowering emis-

Continued on page 7 
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The Hill: Biden to Champion Climate Action in 2021 

sions from shipping and aviation, and he 
has pledged to “embrace” an international 
agreement called the Kigali amend-
ment that aims to reduce the use of hydro-
fluorocarbons. 

Less drilling, more conservation for public 
lands 

The Biden administration is expected to 
lessen fossil fuel production on public lands 
and take steps to increase public lands con-
servation. 

Biden's plan calls for banning new oil and 
gas drilling permits on public lands and in 
public waters. He has not called for the end 
of existing permits to drill on federally 
owned lands and waters, but has endorsed 
boosting payments to the government to 
account for climate costs. 

In addition to trying to prevent new drilling 
in general, Biden has vowed to 
“permanently” protect a wildlife refuge in 
Alaska where the Trump administration 
advanced drilling.  

Biden may have a hard time avoiding oil 
and gas production there, since a 2017 law 
requires two drilling lease sales in the ref-
uge by the end of 2024, but there are steps 
he can take to limit drilling there or create 
obstacles. 

Biden has said he wants to create programs 
for producing renewable energy on public 
lands and waters, and specifically wants to 
double offshore wind by 2030. 

He will also push to make more of Ameri-
ca’s lands public, with his climate 
plan calling for conserving 30 percent of 
the nation’s lands by 2030. According to 
the left-wing Center for American Progress, 
the U.S. was conserving 12 percent of its 
lands as of 2018. 

Focusing on environmental justice 

Biden has floated putting a major focus on 
addressing environmental inequities faced 
by marginalized groups, which more often 
live near polluting facilities and may suffer 
health issues as a result. 

As president, Biden has said he will “revise 
and reinvigorate” a 1994 executive order on 
environmental justice and will create an 
Environmental and Climate Justice Divi-
sion at the Justice Department to enforce 
environmental rules and support cli-
mate litigation against polluters. 

He has also said he would target 40 percent 
of clean energy investments to disadvan-
taged communities while his White House 
will publish a report in its first 100 days on 
strategies and technology to improve air 
and water quality. 

Navigating a likely divided Congress 

While Biden can achieve some goals unilat-
erally, others would require Democrats 
pulling out victories in two Georgia Senate 
runoffs in January to take total control of 
Congress — an unlikely scenario.  

If Republicans keep at least one of the two 
Georgia seats, they would maintain their 
Senate majority and the power to stymie 
climate legislation and possibly some of 
Biden's Cabinet picks. 

Still, Biden has said he will demand that 
Congress pass legislation establishing cli-
mate targets, investing in clean energy and 
climate research, and incentivizing fast de-
ployment of clean energy. 

He’s also said he would “seek additional 
legislation to hold corporate executives per-
sonally accountable” for environmental law 
violations. 
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Employees want to work with managers and supervisors who treat them with respect. Employees, supervisors, and 
managers bring to the job a consistent need to be treated fairly, consistently, and with respect. They desire employee 
and communications that are two-way, not one way, and free of verbal threats, verbal abuse, and unrealistic de-
mands. 

Employees want to have the chance of developing new skills. Employees want the opportunity to advance and grow 
into more skillful people so they can have the opportunity to move into more responsible, challenging, and financial-
ly rewarding jobs. We have observed in our consulting profession that the more employees are qualified to do, the 
more they are motivated. The less they are qualified to do or have to do, the less they are motivated. 

Employees want to work with managers who listen and appreciate employee ideas on how a job can be done better, 
more productively or more safely. Employees want to have the opportunity of sharing their opinion on how their 
company can be a better place to work for everyone. 

Employees want a chance to think for themselves rather than just carrying out rigid instructions from their boss. To-
day’s working man and working woman are more intelligent and better educated than any previous period in our 
U.S. labor history. Employers that implement employee involvement programs, quality circles, and management-
supported employee suggestion systems have benefited greatly by meeting this on-the-job need of working people. 

Employees like to see or know the “end results” of their work. The employee wants to know how his job will con-
tribute to achieving the company’s mission and objectives. The need for “job enrichment” is not a one-time proposi-
tion, but a continuous management challenge. 

Employees want to work with managers and supervisors that are committed, dedicated, and supportive. We all wish 
to work with a manager or supervisor that is an effective leader. Employees want to be loyal and supportive of their 
managers and supervisors. 

Employees want to know what’s going on. Today’s employee wants to know how well the company is doing and the 
problems and challenges facing their employer. Only in this way can employees and their families decide whether or 
not to go in debt for a new home, a new vehicle or to borrow for other family needs. 

Employees want to feel good about working for their employer. They want to have pride in their contribution to the 
company’s objectives. Employees want to feel proud about where they work. They want to work with ethical manag-
ers that believe there is no right way to do a wrong thing. 
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Sesco: Workplace Stress and Employee Morale 

The year of 2020 with COVID-19, economic challenges 
and other societal conflict has compounded employee 

stress. Nearly 70% of American workers reported that the 
COVID-19 pandemic has been the most stressful time of 

their career. Similarly, 88% of employees reported moder-
ate to extreme stress in the first months of the pandemic. 

The primary causes that have compounded work related 

stress and anxiety for employees during 2020 include: 

Personal health or the health of family and friends 

Related financial circumstances or worry about being laid 
off or furloughed 

Difficulty in maintaining focus 

Worsening of existing mental health or physical conditions 

Increased consumption of caffeine, nicotine, alcohol and 
other legal and illegal substances 

With stress, anxiety and uncertainty at all-time high levels, 

it is important for businesses to implement morale — 
boosting measures to establish and maintain an effective 
workforce and a positive company culture. 

Employee morale describes the "overall outlook, attitude, 
satisfaction, and confidence that employees feel at work." 
In basic terms, employees with high levels of morale are 

happy, productive and produce a high quality of customer 
service and team support. 

Major benefits of high employee morale include: 

High employee morale results in increased teamwork 

Companies with high employee morale retain productive 
staff 

Good morale improves office and customer relationships 

The higher the morale, the more productive the team 

High morale results in less absenteeism, high quality of 

work and high customer satisfaction 

Improved morale results in greater attention to detail 

Employees represent your good name and organization at a 
much higher level 

How to Boost and Maintain Employee Morale 

1. Improve workplace communications. Effective owners 
and leaders fill the void with effective and positive com-

munications. These types of communications take a num-
ber of forms to include: 

Daily "touch base", meet and greet with employees to see 

how they are doing, feeling, etc. An effective leader will 
establish that personal relationship exhibiting personal 

concern for an employee's and their family's wellbeing. 

Daily, weekly and certainly no longer than monthly, com-
municate with employees business results, goals, positive 

client feedback, recognize individuals before the team who 
have performed exceedingly well and other "catch up" 

meetings and luncheons. During these meetings, always 
request and allow for employee feedback. 

2. Encourage employee feedback. An effective organiza-

tion fosters a culture that encourages employee feedback. 
Whether it's through the "catch up" communications as 
previously noted or more formal employee surveys, sug-

gestion boxes, etc., employee feedback should be a part of 
leadership efforts. 

3. Create a culture of being positive. Company owners and 

leaders must set the example in creating an enjoyable work 
environment. This can be done through positive thinking. 

If the leader is positive, it will trickle down throughout the 
rest of the organization. A leader must remain optimistic in 

the face of adversity and serve as a role model for all em-
ployees in all situations — no matter how challenging or 
frustrating things may be. 

Create Employee Recognition Opportunities 

As with any relationship, positive recognition is extremely 
important to employee morale. Leadership needs to 
acknowledge staff's exceptional and hard work through 

informal as well as formal recognition programs. Informal 
programs can be as simple as positive feedback as noted in 

the "catch up" meetings as well as individual meet and 
greet on a daily basis. More formal programs can include 

nominations of managers or employees to be recognized. 
These recognition opportunities may include gift cards, 
cash rewards and other items of "value." Other types of 

recognition can be letters to employees and their families 
in their homes, emails, recognition of employee efforts in 

newsletters, company websites, bulletin boards, etc. 
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Sesco: Workplace Stress and Employee Morale 

Recognize Individual Performance with Increased Compen-
sation 

The kiss of death to employee morale is an employee who 
shows up, does an outstanding job, is committed but re-
ceives the same or less in pay and benefits as an employee 

who shows up and just gets through the day. Employees 
must be recognized both with employee recognition pro-

grams as previously noted but also, more importantly, 
through increased pay and benefits. Those employees who 

are your most effective need to know that there are in-
creased career opportunities through promotions and/or 
compensation. Financial opportunities encourage hard 

working employees to remain with your organization in-
stead of seeking other career opportunities with higher pay. 

Create Opportunities for Employees to Bond 

Positive morale is closely tied to how employees feel about 
their manager as well as team members. So it's important to 
be creative and provide activities that bring employees clos-

er. It may be as simple as hosting weekly lunches or happy 
hours. Organize events to include celebrating birthdays, 

anniversaries or other important milestones. Try to think 
outside the box asking your team to come up with activities 

they would like to do together. For those that are working 
from home, consider hosting virtual happy hours and one-
on-one video chat meetings. 

Challenge Health, Wellness and Mental Health Programs 

Employers should review their formal, defined offerings as 
well as informal offerings. Informal efforts include offering 
flexible schedules, providing additional paid time off, en-

couraging employees to take regular breaks as well as tak-
ing earned vacation. 

Many organizations are establishing wellness programs 

where fitness classes or health education classes are provid-
ed. Some organizations are bringing in occupational nurses 

to do individual mental and health "work ups" to establish a 
roadmap to improve health and wellness. Others are provid-

ing everyone with a wearable tracker, like a Fitbit, and have 
office competition on who has the highest number of steps. 
Again, these efforts should be creative and involve employ-

ee input and development. 

As owners and leaders place employee morale as a priority 
for 2021, pay attention to the following: 

Employees who stop communicating 

Employees whose energy 
level has dropped 

Employees who are showing signs of burnout 

Employees who are missing work 

Employees who are becoming frustrated at work 

Employees who may be having financial, family or other 
personal challenges 

These warning signs are not only issues as relates to em-

ployee morale but also employee health, wellness and safe-
ty. Managers shouldn't hesitate to engage these individuals 

to see what the organization can offer to support the indi-
vidual. 

The following are SESCO's reminders to owners and man-

agers of what employees want and need from their organi-
zation. Further, one of the most effective communications 

programs an employer can engage is that of an employee 
satisfaction survey. This will provide owners and leaders a 
baseline of employee satisfaction and also employee feed-

back to improve the organization's overall productivity and 
success. 

What Employees Want and Need 

Employees want to do interesting, challenging work in 

which they can assume some responsibility. Employees 
welcome work that is challenging and want the chance to 

think for themselves and contribute new ideas. If you don’t 
give people work that is challenging and motivating, you 

force them to get job satisfaction through compensation — 
more money and higher benefits. This results in more wage 
and benefit demands and labor unrest. Spiraling wages over 

the years have not motivated working people except to look 
for their next wage increase. So-called “fringe benefits,” 

which now cost employers approximately 35% of their an-
nual payroll, do not motivate employees. People spend less 

time working for money and more security than ever be-
fore, and the trend cannot be reversed. 

Employees want recognition for good work. Verbal and 

tangible recognition is often more important than pay in-
creases. “Recognition” from management makes an em-
ployee feel important and appreciated. These basic “self-

esteem” needs, when consistently met by management and 
supervision, is one of the most powerful, intrinsic job moti-

vators. 

Continued from page 8 
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Opinion: Strategic Leadership 2021: Lessons 

from Strategy Class, Lead Change 

Strategic leadership means leading for today, tomorrow, and beyond. It manifests through helping shape a 
continually evolving organizational paradigm while operating effectively in the current environment. Lead-

ing the long view takes place by engaging team members in creating co-ownership of the future-state vision 
and strategy that brings the vision to life. Vision is distilled into actionable priorities, which become the day

-to-day operating plan guiding all team members in performing their work. 

As I work with organizations preparing for the new year, one of the most common topics of discussion is 
what it takes to set a strategic course through times of uncertainty. In part, this requires acknowledgment 

that the operating landscape is a dynamic environment in continuous change. Under more normal circum-
stances, we might not feel base-level change; similarly, even though planet earth moves at a speed of 1,000 

miles per hour at the equator, we don’t feel that baseline movement. Events like Covid-19 accelerate and 
focus change, but even absent extraordinary accelerants, the nature of business is dynamic motion. 

When I taught a college course in strategic management, the notion of strategy as a fluid process rather than 

a static document created confusion for some of my students. How could an organization be both, clear in 
its’ path forward, and malleable as conditions changed? My answer: Strategic leaders must achieve balance, 
with the business’s vision as the fulcrum. The future state picture vision describes is the destination; the 

path, aka: strategy, may need to change as conditions shift. When environmental changes accelerate, 
a strategic leadership approach becomes essential. 

Here are five ideas to help sustain a strategic leadership approach with your organization: 

Recognize that defining, designing and delivering strategy is a team sport. The environment – within and 
outside your organization – is dynamic, and your team is the source of rich, diverse observation and inter-
pretation of what the changes mean. Capture their input for distillation into strategy adjustments designed to 

fulfill your future state vision. 

Acknowledge that it’s daily actions that matter, not the strategy document. Future state vision informs or-
ganizational priorities. Priorities define activities. Strategies are bundles of activities. The aggregation of 

activities create operating results. Having a great plan that doesn’t translate into what team members do in 
their work every day is a waste of the paper it’s printed on. A CEO I worked with said “if a competitor got a 

copy of our strategic plan, it wouldn’t matter because they wouldn’t be able to execute the activities the 
way we do”. 

Align expectations – yours and your team members – in the dynamic nature of your operating environment. 

When expectations differ from reality, people are frustrated or disappointed. If your team expects status 
quo, it will be harder for them to adjust to varying rates of change. Spinning in space at 1,000 miles an hour 

is an overwhelming concept if you were expecting something different. 

Adjust activities to fit the current environment. Adjustment is easier for some organizations than others. If 
adjustment is difficult for your business, 2021 is the time to build up your adaptability competency. 

Own the Tone - Leaders are vision stewards. Set the tone by giving voice to the vision. Holding vision as 

the destination, without attachment to the path, is essential to sustaining balance between where your organ-
ization is today, where you’re going and how you get there.   

As you fine-tune your 2021 business plan, remember - strategic leadership is 

about achieving balance between today’s reality, tomorrow’s aspirations and 
connecting the two. 
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Reuters: Phillips 66 Lowers 2021 Spending Budget After 
Pandemic Hit 

U.S. oil refiner Phillips 66 re-
cently set its 2021 capital budg-
et at $1.7 billion, around 43% 
lower than forecast for the pre-
vious year, as the energy indus-
try struggles to recover from 
the blow of the COVID-19 pan-
demic. 

The coronavirus crisis and re-
sulting lockdowns upended 
global travel and fuel demand, 
creating a supply glut that 
pushed U.S. crude oil prices 
briefly into negative territory in 
April. 

West Texas Intermediate crude 
futures have recovered much of 
those losses on the back of 
COVID-19 vaccine progress, 
although they have shed about 
23% of their value so far this 
year. 

Phillips 66 Chief Executive Of-
ficer Greg Garland warned that 
market conditions remain chal-
lenging, even as smaller rival 

HollyFrontier Corp last month 
outlined plans to double its 
spending next year, counting on 
an expected recovery in fuel de-
mand. 

Garland said the company’s fo-
cus will be on cutting expendi-
tures and for 2021, it will prior-
itize completion of projects in 
progress and renewable fuels, 
which have seen a demand 
surge this year. 

Phillips 66 said its 2021 budget 
includes capital expenditures of 
$776 million on the refining 
segment and $610 million on 
midstream. 

Including contributions from af-
filiates, the company’s adjusted 
2021 capital program will be 
about $2.38 billion, below 
2020’s forecast of $2.9 billion. 
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U.S. Oil Industry Group Pledges to Fight 
Possible Biden Fracking Limits 

(Reuters) - If U.S. President-elect Joe Biden tries to restrict development of oil and gas drilling on 
federal lands, the American Petroleum Institute (API) will use “every tool at its disposal” includ-
ing legal action, chief executive Mike Sommers said in an interview with Reuters on Monday. 

Biden has said he supports a ban on new gas and oil permits — including fracking — on federal 
lands. 

Fracking, or hydraulic fracturing, is a drilling technology that has allowed the U.S. oil industry to 
vastly boost output in recent years, making the United States the world’s largest producer of crude 
oil. Environmental groups oppose fracking, saying it pollutes groundwater and exacerbates cli-
mate change. 

Sommers said the API looks forward to working with the incoming Biden administration on ener-
gy, but would “draw the line” if Biden implemented restrictions on lands that were “always meant 
for multi-use.” 

“This would be a far reaching proposal that would undermine American national and energy secu-
rity to the detriment of the American people,” Sommers told Reuters. 

He cited potential loss of jobs and gross domestic product in states that rely on revenues from oil 
and gas production. 

“We would be very concerned about those kinds of proposals coming out of the Biden administra-
tion,” he added. 

The Biden transition team did not reply to a request for comment. 

Sommers said the oil industry group wants to be involved in discussions on issues such as future 
federal regulation of methane emissions. 

Biden has vowed to take actions including requiring “aggressive” methane pollution limits for 
new and existing oil and gas operations. 

Sommers said Biden “should want the people who know this issue best, in the oil and gas indus-
try, at the table to discuss the right way to do this.” 

Biden has also pledged to reverse course on climate from President Donald Trump, who pulled 
the United States out of the 2015 Paris agreement on climate and dismantled Obama-era climate 
and environmental regulations. Sommers said the API supports the fundamental tenets of the 
agreement and will work with the incoming administration as it transitions back into the agree-
ment. 

The API’s alliance with the National Building Trades Union will be important under a Biden ad-
ministration, Sommers said. Biden has publicly opposed construction of pipelines that employ 
union workers. 

He also said he sees a possibility of alliance with labor unions and biofuels 
groups on policies supporting vehicles that use the internal combustion engine. 
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Exxon Announces New Emissions Targets After Investor        
Criticism, Bloomberg 

Exxon Mobil Corp. entered 2020 with a multiyear growth plan pro-
jected to significantly increase its greenhouse-gas emissions. Then 
came Covid-19 and criticism from activist investors over its record 

on climate and financial returns. 

Now the year will end with Exxon setting new, more ambitious 
targets to reduce emissions per barrel of oil and disclose, for the first 
time, data on pollution related to customers’ use of its fuels. 

The Irving, Texas-based company said Monday it will reduce up-
stream emissions intensity -- those caused by pumping oil and gas 
from the ground -- by as much as 20 per cent by 2025 as well as 
cutting flaring and methane leaks. Exxon described its new plan as 

consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement, which calls for 
countries to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-
industrial temperatures. 

Like Chevron Corp., Exxon’s climate goals are linked to reducing 
emissions intensity, meaning less pollution per barrel of oil pro-
duced, as opposed to cutting absolute emissions. That leaves the 

company wiggle room to increase its overall contribution to climate 
change in the future if crude output grows. 

“This was a company that was way behind the industry in terms of 
how they were thinking about a low-carbon world,” Aeisha Mastag-
ni, a fund manager at California State Teachers’ Retirement System, 
the second-largest U.S. public pension fund, said in an interview. 

“The fact that they’re just now getting on board to announce some 
of those reduction plans tells us a lot about their long-term strategy.” 

Exxon’s targets appear weaker than many of those made by Europe-
an oil companies that have set reduction goals linked not only to 
internal operations but to customers’ use of products like gasoline. 
These so-called Scope 3 emissions had not previously been dis-
closed by Exxon, even as many other oil majors have published 

such figures. 

All major European oil companies have set net-zero goals. BP Plc, 
Repsol SA and Eni SpA aim to deliver absolute reductions in the 
short term, whereas Royal Dutch Shell Plc, Total SE and Equinor 
ASA have set emissions intensity goals. Exxon’s goals are “specific, 
actionable plans that we can hold our organization accountable” for, 

said Pete Trelenberg, Exxon’s director of greenhouse gas and cli-
mate change, during a call with reporters. The targets will be updat-
ed over time, he said. 

Will Exxon’s Emissions Targets Satisfy Larry 
Fink?: Bloomberg Opinion’s Liam Denning 

Activist investors Engine No. 1 and D.E. Shaw & Co. went public 
last week with criticisms of Exxon for not acting quickly enough on 
emissions as well as for years of poor shareholder returns. Engine 

No. 1, which counts CalSTRS among its supporters, called for 
“more significant investment in net-zero emissions energy sources,” 
in its letter to Exxon’s board. 

CalSTRS would like to see the new climate targets form part of a 
wider, long-term strategy to better navigate the energy transition, 

Mastagni said. The fund wants Exxon to appoint four new independ-
ent directors who it believes would help create value within a trans-
formation of the energy industry. 

Detailed Analysis 

Exxon said Monday its emissions pledge was made as part of its 
annual business planning process and was a “result of of several 

months of detailed analysis and includes input from shareholders.” 

At the beginning of the year, internal Exxon projections showed that 

emissions would rise 17 per cent over the next five years, according 
to company documents reviewed by Bloomberg. That increase in 
greenhouse-gas emissions was tied to a $210 billion expansion of oil 
and gas production set forth by Chief Executive Officer Darren 

Woods in 2018. 

Exxon said estimates in the planning documents are preliminary and 

did not include additional measures to cut emissions. The company 
recently radically scaled back the expansion plan in response to the 
pandemic-driven reduction in oil demand. 

The new targets include: 

Upstream emissions intensity to drop 15 per cent to 20 per cent by 
2025 compared with 2016 levels 

Methane intensity to decline by 40 per cent to 50 per cent 

Flaring intensity to fall by 35 per cent to 45 per cent 

Routine flaring will be eliminated by 2030 

Exxon also plans to provide annual Scope 3 emissions data 

Exxon chose to target emissions intensity rather than absolute emis-

sions because “we want to try and achieve first-quartile perfor-
mance” relative to peers, Trelenberg said. 

“To achieve the intensity targets we do need absolute emissions 
reductions as well, and those will be particularly focused in the 
methane and the flaring areas,” he said. 

Wyoming Project 

Exxon’s new plan also includes continued investment in what the 
company terms “lower-emission technologies such as carbon cap-
ture.” This technology to collect carbon dioxide from oil and gas 

production and safely bury it under ground is often discussed by the 
company. But earlier this year, as Bloomberg reported this month, 
Exxon delayed indefinitely a project in Wyoming that would have 
become one of the largest carbon capture facilities in the world. 

Internal documents reviewed by Bloomberg refer to carbon capture, 
reductions in methane leaks and improvements in energy efficiency 
as “self-help measures.” At the start of this year, the Exxon docu-

ments show that these measures would have amounted to a reduc-
tion of 11 million metric tons per year by 2025—less than 10 per 
cent of Exxon’s most-recently reported direct emissions. 
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Opinion: How To Anticipate And Adapt To The        
Unforeseeable, Strategiccfo360 

Scientists believe humans are the most adaptable species on 
the planet. Our capacity to adjust to change is why we are 
still here and has a lot to do with why we have outlasted 
other life forms. The dinosaurs disappeared not because of 
bigger, faster, or meaner beasts coming after them. They 
disappeared because they failed to anticipate and adapt. 
Humans have a good track record of reacting to what is 
within sight and what we can believe with sufficient certain-
ty. We adapt when the upside or downside are great enough 
to overcome inertia. We seek to minimize uncertainty to 
survive.  We don’t generally adapt to live larger. 
Today’s challenge is that adapting to market conditions by 
making what appear to be predictable, controllable, incre-
mental moves after the fact is no longer good enough. 
Among the many lessons of 2020, being able to anticipate – 
in a market where speed and unpredictability seem to be 
constants – will be far more useful than the slow and meas-
ured responses that may have been adequate for the slow, 
measurable and controllable shifts of pre-digital and pre-
pandemic times. 
The new ground rule: Anticipate whenever you can and be 
prepared to adapt when the inevitable unanticipated hap-
pens. 
Why is it so critical for the CFO to anticipate and adapt? 
The CFO has a unique lens on the business, covering the 
entire scope of what all individual units and functions are 
producing and spending, their results, and the implications 
for how the totality of everyone’s efforts delivers against 
shareholder expectations. 
In an environment of rapid and unforeseeable change, the 
CFO can help the CEO and their c-suite colleagues get a 
head start on seeing what may be around the corner and as a 
result improve agility and their ability to manage risk. The 
CFO who accomplishes this will be stepping up their contri-
bution as a strategic business partner. 
Why are some teams better at anticipating and adapting than 
others? 
 Businesses that are able to reinvent have five traits in com-
mon. They: 
1. Proactively and consistently pay attention to and act upon 
social and economic trends. 
2. Know and are passionate about their purpose. 
3. Routinely experiment and learn in the course of operating 
the business. 
4. Seek and value diverse perspectives. 
5. Have alignment with their investors on purpose, vision 
and strategy. 
Why is it so hard to anticipate? 
Absent a known future it’s hard for most people to antici-
pate. There’s no target timing, and there is no certainty of a 
positive outcome. If things are good, why bother even imag-
ining having to change? 
We all have biases, formed naturally by our accumulated 
knowledge and experience. Our biases can act like blinders, 

limiting our thinking, and actually blocking out our ability to 
see new possibilities which would lead us to reallocate re-
sources, reprioritize, shut down favorite projects, restructure, 
or turn our attention to work that was not part of our plans. 
Enabling the ability to anticipate and adapt 
Distill anticipating and adapting down to decisions and be-
haviors. Start by deploying these tactics: 
1. Recognize and question biases, whether your own or 
those of colleagues and team members, vendors and part-
ners. Being able to set biases aside will allow you to see 
your business’ situation differently. 
2. Send the message to the organization that anticipating is a 
valid use of effort and resources. This means investing rou-
tinely in trend identification, assessment and analysis, en-
gaging in customer listening, seeking different perspectives 
from external experts, advisors, or others who can look at 
your situation in ways completely differently than your own. 
It means synthesizing what you discover into “so what’s” – 
implications – that should be inputs to the planning process 
and affect decisions and actions. 
3. Challenge how you execute, not just what is execut-
ed. Old methods generally don’t work to solve entirely new 
problems. As you anticipate alternative futures, do not un-
derestimate that retooling will be required — people, pro-
cess, infrastructure, how resources are allocated, how deci-
sions are made. We have all seen during 2020 extreme 
changes not only in priorities, but also in how we executed 
to deliver. 
4. Connect your organization’s vision and purpose to your 
priorities. Not clear on your business’s vision and purpose? 
Push for resolution, starting with the CEO and your col-
leagues. Lack of purpose in these times could become the 
equivalent of sitting on a foundation made of sand. 
5. Value people whose strength is imagining and shaping the 
future. Some people are simply better than others at seeing 
beyond what is happening right now. Their specialty is mak-
ing non-linear moves. But especially in a mature business 
these people can be dismissed as dreamers because they may 
not affect short-term results. They may not be making the 
numbers for the quarter, but they could be the ones who 
rescue the year or next year. So be sure the anticipators have 
a home on the team and provide them with air cover. 
6. Set appropriate expectations. Effort invested in anticipat-
ing and readying the organization to adapt with agility will 
not deliver linear results and will not deliver on a typical 
timeline. Assume setbacks. Be ready to accelerate. Expect to 
iterate, experiment, prototype and learn to build your antici-
pation muscle and mindset. 
Anticipating, and then being ready to adapt effectively, are 
no longer optional. The CFO is well positioned to play a 
leadership role in building the organization’s capacity to 
anticipate and adapt. These competencies are built-in to the 
CFO’s elevated role as a strategic business partner, and to 
their responsibility to manage business risk. 
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SSDA-AT Issues FTC Challenge to GM Customer 

Acknowledge Form on non-GM Products   

SSDA-AT, the Tire Industry Association, and the 
Automotive Oil Change Association have written to 
the Federal Trade commission, concerning an inter-
nal General Motors (GM) customer acknowledge-
ment form for disclosure of non-GM products.  
 This form was recently brought to our atten-
tion, and is a clear attempt by GM to actively dis-
courage consumers from using non-original parts 
based on incorrect information regarding the quality 
of non-original equipment replacement parts; and 
further mislead the public into believing that use of 
non-OEM part would in itself void their new car war-
ranties. There is little doubt that this form which is 
being used today at a dealership is a clear violation of 
the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act (MMWA), which 
prohibits the conditioning of warranties based on the 
use of non-original equipment part. 
 The four national trade Associations urged 
the Commission to take action against GM for this 
MMWA violation based on the intention to mislead 
the public regarding their rights under MMWA. Our 
groups have brought similar actions to the attention 
of the Commission, but with limited success. Obvi-
ously, the absence of enforcement has provided the 
manufactures with encouragement to continue to 
mislead the public and to attempt to use a new car 
warranties as a tool for capturing increased market 
share in the aftermarket without regard for the anti-
tying provisions included in MMWA.  
 After stating the obvious, “Non-GM parts are 
not covered under the GM New Vehicle Limited 
Warranty,” the following blanket statement that, 
“They also may damage the vehicle, compromise its 
compliance with safety standards or void the GM 
warranty itself” is purposely murky and misleading. 
Consumers reading the warning would be convinced 
that the simple act of using a non-OE part would cre-
ate a right for the manufacturer to void the warranty. 
GM fails to mention that under the MMWA, the 
manufacturer would need to demonstrate that the af-
termarket part caused the vehicle failure for the war-
ranty to be voided. This is a critical disclosure that 
must be provided to provide context to the manufac-
turers statement regarding the new car warranty. The 
statement further states that use of non-OE part might 

compromise vehicle safety standards where this no 
proof that this occurs frequently with non-OE parts.  
 The statements made in the document are 
clearly meant to direct a consumer away from using 
any aftermarket parts on their vehicle, and to cement 
this falsely--created apprehension in the consumer’s 
mind. The document concludes with the statement at 
the bottom of the form stating: “Note: A copy of this 
signed form must be kept in the Customer New or 
Used Sales Jacket and/or Vehicle Service History 
File”. The connotation here is obviously that the con-
sumer’s poor decision choice will reflect badly on 
them and stay with them throughout their continued 
engagement with the dealership service department.  
 Additionally, in connection with the warran-
ty for certain Chevrolet models, GM has required 
owners to have a routine tire rotations at least every 
7,500 miles performed by only GM dealers and au-
thorized tire service centers (owner’s manual) or 
“authorized tire dealers for your brand” (warranty 
booklet), all which are brand service designations. 
Limiting tire rotation service to authorized tire ser-
vice centers/tire dealers is also anti-competitive in 
that it restricts tire services to companies that sell 
tires. Most aftermarket automotive service facilities 
don’t sell tires or carry constant stock if they do. For 
example, over 80% of professional fast lube opera-
tors rotate tires, but less than 40% sell them. Moreo-
ver, even if it were acceptable to eliminate service 
professionals due to lack of tire sales, no process ex-
ists for aftermarket automotive service center to be 
“authorized” tire service centers by GM or every tire 
manufacturer, which is what would be required of 
most aftermarket centers given GM installs a variety 
of tire brands. 
 GM’s tire service restrictions are also non-
sensical as applied to the major tire manufactures’ 
dealer network, wherein there may be multiple levels 
to consider. For example, Goodyear has a Tire & Ser-
vice Network (TSN) that they recommend on the 
dealer search. When you expand the search criteria to 
all results, there are other “Goodyear” locations that 
are not part of the TSN. Are they all authorized? On-
ly the TSN dealers are authorized? And what about 
the thousands of other independent tire dealers who 
are qualified to rotate tires but may not be part of any 
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SSDA-AT Issues FTC Challenge to GM Customer Acknowledge 

Form on non-GM Products   

manufacture network? DO GM’s restrictions mean 
Michelin tires can only be rotated by a Michelin 
dealer? Goodyear and Bridgestone have company-
owned stores, would they be part of the “authorized 
tire dealers” category or the only authorized tire 
dealers for those brands?  
 There are easily 100,000 points of sale be-
tween the tire dealers, automotive repair shops, and 
fast lube facilities where millions of tires have been 
safely and properly rotated without any OEM factory 
training from a vehicle of tire manufacturer. Restrict-
ing the common maintenance service to the GM 
dealers or “authorized” anything is the definition of 
anti-competitive.  
 Under a vehicle care “Warning” heading, the 
owner’s manuals for affected models, like 2020 
Chevy Colorado owner’s manual excerpts provided 
below, state the following:  
 “Only the dealer or an authorized tire service 
center should repair, replace, dismount, and mount 
tires”.  
 In order to perform required routine tire ro-
tations, the tires must be dismounted and mounted. 
The inescapable logic of GM’s brand service limita-
tion on dismounting and mounting tires means only 
the cited brand service providers may provide the 
required tire rotations. Further supporting the com-
pany’s logic that only dealers or authorized tire ser-
vice centers are allowed to do tire rotations and any 
other service requiring tire removal, GM also in-
cludes a brand tire parts commandment in the own-
er’s manual:  

“Replace wheels, wheel bolts, wheel nuts, or Tire 
Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) sensors with 
new GM original equipment parts.”  
 

Continued from page 15 
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SSDA-AT Issues FTC Challenge to GM Customer Acknowledge 

Form on non-GM Products   

In 2020 GM Chevrolet Warranty Booklet, under the head-
ing “Tire Service”, GM limits service providers to ‘[a]ny 
authorized Chevrolet or tire dealer for your brand of 
tires,” and then orders owners to retain receipts covering 
performance of regular maintenance because “[r]eceipts  
can be very important if a question arises as to weather a 
malfunction is caused by lack of maintenance or a defect 
in material or workmanship.” Additionally, the same war-
ranty booklet declares the use of any non-GM part to be a 
non-covered “equipment alteration,” in one instance refer-
ring to the warranty-negating standard as use alone and in 
another referring to it as where components are “damaged 
or otherwise affected by the installation of a non-GM 
part” (emphasis added). Those terms would include non-
GM brand wheel nuts and other parts that may be neces-
sary to complete a tire rotation or other service where the 
tires must be removed.  
 
 

Continued from page 16 
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SSDA-AT Issues FTC Challenge to GM Customer Acknowledge 

Form on non-GM Products   

The auto care industry has worked diligently over the last 
century to maintain a competitive service and repair envi-
ronment for consumers. However, over the past twenty 
years, as automobile manufactures and their dealerships 
have sought to extract ever more profit from ancillary 
sales, manufacturers have been more aggressive in trying 
to convince consumers that vehicle maintenance and re-
pair should be the sole domain of the vehicle dealership. 
While we have appreciated the Commission’s willingness 
to listen to our concerns, we strongly urge that appropriate 
action be taken as soon as possible in order to mitigate 
confusion and distress for consumers. The battle of a com-
petitive vehicle service and repair environment is rapidly 
growing more difficult and more heated, and we believe 
the Commission should resolutely assert itself in defense 
of the MMWA.  
 
In a letter dated November 23, 2020 and received on No-
vember 30, 2020 Louis C. Greisman , Marketing Practices 
Division, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade 
Commission, confirmed securing our complaint and as-
serted, “we take very seriously the concerns you raised 

and appreciate you bringing their issues to our attention.”  

Continued from page 17 
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